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Goals for 
today

� Understand the Design Sprint process

� See how we have adapted the process 

� Take part in a wee mini Design Sprint

� Get a head-start in prepping your first Design Sprint

� Enjoy some stories from our 20+ sprints

� Make friends
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What is a 
Design Sprint?

A Design Sprint is a framework for understanding and solving 
a problem by testing new ideas – fast!

User testingPrototypingSketching

Content modelsJourney mapsUser research
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On the 
shoulders of 
giants

� Google Ventures -> 300 different business strategy, design 
thinking, and user research methods -> The Design Sprint

� Spread further by Jake Knapp and his lovely book

� Picked up by major companies and agencies

� Now a mature methodology

thesprintbook.com
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A flexible 
process � The original Google Design Sprint (5 days)

� Design Sprint 2.0 (4 days)

� The UoD Design Sprint (3 days)

� The 1 day Design Sprint

� ½ day Design Sprint

� 60 minute Design Sprint

� Not as common: the marathon/mega sprint, back-to-back sprints, 
the ‘sprintless’ sprint, iteration sprints



UNDERSTAND SKETCH DECIDE PROTOTYPE VALIDATE

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3

Us + Participants Us Us

Our process
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Benefits of 
Design Sprints

� It’s a ‘test and learn’ approach with no risk

� Avoid pressure of committing a month’s time + development budget

� Get a working, user-tested prototype in 5 days

� Generate interest and support where it matters

� Bring disconnected people + teams together

� Demonstrate how your team can solve big
problems and move the org forward
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Design sprints 
at the 
University of 
Dundee

� How do we help people find staff information?

� How do we better serve people who want subject information?

� How do we improve the course page experience?

� How can we make comparing courses easy and enjoyable?

� How can we improve the accommodation selection process for 
applicants?

� How do we make the most of Artificial Intelligence?

In 2018, we ran over 20 Design Sprints 😅

Plus mini sprints, iteration sprints…



Our sprint room
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Examples of process
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Our typical 
schedule



A few things 
before we start
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Let’s try it!
The 90 minute(ish) Design Sprint



“How can we make it easier to book the Salisbury Suite for meetings?”

Our challenge today

Why this challenge?

� User: Not clear how to book (have to use 3rd party?)

� User: Difficult to visualise the room

� User: Heat maps and analytics indicate most users are struggling*

� User: Direct feedback received about the room booking process*

� Business: Room is empty 40% of the week on average*

* just an example



� “I only found photos of the room after switching to a Google Image search”

� “I would love to see more of the room”

� “Where are the plugs in this room? Pretty essential information for a hackathon!”

� “Tried to book online but had to phone. The room manager was on holiday so had to phone 
back the following week.”

� “When I booked through Venue Scanner, there was only a ‘whole day’ option”

� “Why have you made it so difficult?”

User feedback

“How can we make it easier to book the Salisbury Suite for meetings?”



� Top tasks -> User stories 

� As a delegate I want to book a meeting room so I can run my 1 day workshop

� As a workshop attendee I want to know what facilities are available in a room so I can arrive prepared

� HotJar heatmaps, recordings, funnels, user feedback, polls

� Data from Google Analytics and/or SiteImprove
� Device usage (mostly desktop when booking, mostly mobile when attending)
� Content usage (time on page, bounces, exits)
� User journeys and goals 

� User testing sessions

� ‘Walk-in-their-shoes’ research (record yourself or take screenshots)

User research

“How can we make it easier to book the Salisbury Suite for meetings?”











User journey map

Google “salisbury
suite dynamic earth 
edinburgh”

Click on 
first result
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Defining content

Participant

Organiser Comms

Institute Booking

SessionsAccommodation RefreshmentsSpeakersLocationTravel

Workshop

Masterclass

Dietary 
requirements

Venue RoomTickets Topic(s)

Presentation

“How can we make it easier to book the Salisbury Suite for meetings?”



Priority guides
Page title

Vital content

Less important content

Least important content

Priority 
(high to low)

• Replace traditional wireframes
• Simplified representation of content
• Mobile first
• Prioritised top to bottom based on user need
• Takes focus off layout
• Brings content closer to design

User need



Priority guides

• Use a Post-It for each item of content
• Ask participants to stick up Post-Its and 

prioritise them
• Share with the group

Why do we use them in a Design Sprint?
• Content is critical to problem solving
• Provides a basis for what to sketch
• Fits into our process



Example



� Usually 30 mins to ensure everyone understands the problem (depends on numbers)

� A chance to share their experience and unique perspective of the problem (not their solutions)

� Review any notes participants have made

� Talk about any common themes/keywords (e.g. “a mobile app”)

� Start to guide the conversation towards solving the problem

Problem discussion

“How can we make it easier to book the Salisbury Suite for meetings?”



Setting goals helps to guide the ideas and measure the success of the prototype.

What are the goals for our solution today?

� Enable users to get a sense of the space

� Provide information on layout options with example photos for each option

Goal setting

“How can we make it easier to book the Salisbury Suite for meetings?”



Before we sketch: Boot-up note taking

Use this time to gather your thoughts. You may want 
to write down ideas for potential solutions that you 
think are compelling and want to draw out. 

→ Think about the problem

→ Think about the user research

→ Think about the content

→ Review the goals

5 mins

“How can we make it easier to book the Salisbury Suite for meetings?”



� Fold your A3 paper into 8 rectangles

� Individually, sketch your ideas for solving the problem

→ Sketch one idea or part of the user journey in each space
→ Use Sharpies (so we can see your idea clearly)
→ Space is limited – keep it simple and think visually
→ Weird, impossible, and impractical ideas often lead to 

truly inspired ones

� 8 mins: 1 min per panel

“Crazy 8” sketching

“How can we make it easier to book the Salisbury Suite for meetings?”



� Briefly talk your group through your sketches

� Remember to refer back to how you are solving problem 
and the goals

1 minute per person to keep things moving

Present your ideas to your group

“How can we make it easier to book the Salisbury Suite for meetings?”

Goals

� Enable users to get a sense of 
the space

� Provide information on layout 
options with example photos for 
each option



3 dots each. Choose the 3 most compelling ideas from 
your group members by voting on specific sketches.

→ It’s okay to vote on your own

→ It’s okay to put more than one dot on the same sketch

→ We’ll pay more attention to sketches that have 
multiple votes, so think strategically

→ We’re looking for great ideas that help solve the 
problem

Voting (within your group)

“How can we make it easier to book the Salisbury Suite for meetings?”



Break

“How can we make it easier to book the Salisbury Suite for meetings?”



We will now try to narrow down our ideas to one final 
solution. The goal is to create one fully articulated 
solution per group.

→ Choose a sketcher
→ Use a Sharpie
→ You have time to add more detail than your Crazy 8s
→ It’s okay to sketch a new idea, a whole Crazy 8, or a 

combination of ideas from multiple Crazy 8s
→ The sketch should solve the problem

15 mins

Group solution sketching

“How can we make it easier to book the Salisbury Suite for meetings?”

Remember the audience

Think like the audience. 
It’s their problem and 
their need, not ours J



� Choose a spokesperson

� Tell us about your group’s solution

� Include lots of detail

� Remember the problem and the goals

2-3 minutes per group to keep things moving

Present your ideas to the room

“How can we make it easier to book the Salisbury Suite for meetings?”



Everyone gets 3 votes each, as before. We're aiming to 
choose the most compelling solution.

→ Look for the solution that is going to solve the 
problem

→ You can vote for your own group’s solution

→ You can use more than one vote on a single solution 
(even all three!)

Voting

“How can we make it easier to book the Salisbury Suite for meetings?”



� Do you think we generated ideas that would help solve 
the problem? 

� Would we meet the goals?

� Do you think we could realistically create a prototype 
from the final solution sketch?

� How would you test it?

Goals

� Enable users to get a sense of 
the space

� Provide information on layout 
options with example photos for 
each option

Solution discussion

“How can we make it easier to book the Salisbury Suite for meetings?”
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Your turn!
Getting ready to run your own Design Sprint
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What you will 
need

� A plan supported by management + VIPs

� Someone to facilitate and organise 

� Someone to design and prototype

� An event management system (e.g. Eventbrite)

� A room with whiteboards, projector, wall space, space for food, 
space for at least 20 participants

� A method of broadcasting your plans and dates

� A wee bit of budget*
� For each participant: 1 Sharpie, 1 drawing pen, Post-It pad, 3 sheets 

of A3, 3 sheets of A4, 1 clipboard, 6 dot stickers
� For the room: Tape, scissors, whiteboards or giant Post-It pads
� For lunch: Professional catering

The Design Sprint Kit:  designsprintkit.withgoogle.com
*
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Prototyping
� Design the winning solution as agreed during the sprint

� But can consider other ideas as per the votes

� We design in Sketch and link screens together with Marvel

� Marvel has a great commenting feature

� There may be some constraints (branding, technology, time)

� Take more time if prototype is complex (don’t test unfinished)
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Validation 
(aka testing) � Aiming to validate the ideas to see if they solve the problem

� Book testing sessions well in advance

� Test with the target audience 

� Send link to prototype and gather comments

� Invite key people to a live demo or bring to them

� Add HotJar and analytics to collect data

� Ideally, record individual user testing sessions 
� lookback.io 

� free 14-day trial plus 25% discount for non-profits/charities
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After the 
sprint � Viable solution? Incorporate ideas into real website or app

� Didn’t solve the problem? Follow up with an iteration sprint

� Great ideas can evolve beyond a single sprint…

� Always follow-up with the participants with a review

� Lots of training resources and blogs out there:

� ajsmart.com <- THE experts (free newsletter and webinars)
� sprintstories.com
� blog.dundee.ac.uk/web
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Some tips to 
finish

Planning

� Design sprints aren’t suited 
to solving all problems

� Find a time that suits your 
audience (tricky!)

� Offer incentives if you can

� Between 10 and 20 
participants is optimal

On the day

� Set ground rules at the start 
(no devices)

� Make notes throughout the 
process (no ideas left behind)

� Unexpected ideas that are off-
topic

� Time-keeping is a challenge –
judge and adjust as you go

� Enjoy it J
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Thank you.
Steve Burrows

� Twitter: @stevenburrows

Rob Ryder-Richardson

� Twitter: @designethno

Share your sketches 😀

� Twitter: #UXScot

Team blog

� blog.dundee.ac.uk/web


